**Senior MEP:**

In Melt Group we are looking for an important European Company a Senior MEP with experience in Large Complex Buildings, Luxury Hotels, Civil or Marine Construction Works having managed budgets of €200M or more.

**Role:**

Reporting directly to the Project Director said, you are during the duration of the project, from planning through to handover to the owner responsible for the work of the MEP subcontractors (Heating, ventilation, air conditioning, plumbing, fire protection, electricity, low-voltage systems, etc. to carry out kitchen and lifts) and to coordinate.

Your responsibilities include mainly:

- Ensure compliance with schedule and budget of the MEP subcontractors.
- Edit / providing the incoming plans MEP.
- Monitoring and ensuring that all MEP components are included and realistic budgeting underlie.
- Ensure accuracy & quality of carried out by the MEP subcontractors work.
- Accompanied by technical coordination meetings with subcontractors and project staff.
- Ensure proper functioning of the MEP systems against the use by the subcontractor.
- Define maintenance costs and ensure the warranty of all MEP systems.
- Responsible for documents and drawings, performance testing, commissioning and acquisition, Snagging.
- Coordination MEP design interface between all stakeholders (technical planning office, architects, etc.) for procurement and execution.
- Ensuring efficient and properly executed construction works, as well as ensuring of timely inspections and quality tests.
- Inform team immediately about problems in order to correct deficiencies without great cost / time / repair can suggest improvements.
- Perform the MEP team.

**Profile:**

- They are certified. Engineer ETH / HTL / FH HVAC or have equivalent training.
- You have at least 12 to 15 years experience in MEP works (building).
- You have experience in leading and managing projects from A to Z, so from the stage of planning and construction through to commissioning.
- They possess sound theoretical and practical experience in reacting conceptual specifications / backgrounds.
- You are fluent in English (speech and writing). Additional languages such as French, Dutch, Arabic are an asset.
- You are willing to work on EXPAT contract in the UAE.
- You indentify with our core competencies by possessing an entreprenueiral mind, showing flexibity, being innovative and result-oriented while promoting teamwork.

**Offer:**

Our expatriate employees are offered an attractive remuneration package including fringe benefits such as accommodation, transport, flight tickets, school fees for the children, etc. In addition we provide training and development programs within a professional environment, possibilities to expand your horizon and work on some iconic projects while shaping the skylines and defining the image of the future.